
Appendix A�

Appendix for Chapter �

This chapter appendix provides additional graphs and tables for the workload characteri�

zation in Chapter �� Section A��� displays supplementary graphs for the general analysis

in Section ���� Section A��� presents several graphs for the ����� pm to 	��� pm interval

to determine which time interval is chosen for the model� A detailed analysis of the cur�

rent operation of the CDF system is provided in Section A��
� Section A��� discusses the

resource usage of frequently used commands�

A��� General Analysis

The graphs in this section were generated from the data that were produced by the UNIX

top command� Each graph shows data for a four day period on one host� A representative

subset of the hosts in the CDF system was chosen for display in this section�

A����� UNIX Load Averages

Figure A��� displays four day UNIX load averages at �� minute intervals on �� di�erent

hosts� Figure A��� �a reveals that the UNIX load average on marvin follows a cyclic�

daily behaviour� During the early hours of the morning the load reaches a daily high� The

load reaches a daily low before noon� and then rises again in the afternoon� It drops at

about ���� pm each evening� and then gradually begins to climb again� The early morning

system activity is because of the earlymorn script that was discussed in the Chapter 
� The

increase in load after ����� pm was likely caused by user requests that were propagated to

the �le server during this busy period of user activity in the system�

��
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The location of peaks and the shape of eddie�s load graph in Figure A��� �b � are similar

to the load graph for marvin� Periods of correspondingly heavy load on these two servers

was especially noticeable during the day when user activity dominated system activity on

eddie� This correspondence is plausible because whenever a user on eddie requested a �le

that was not found on eddie�s local disk� the request was transmitted to marvin�s Prestoserve

or disk�s�

The daily peaks in eddie�s load graph typically occur in the early afternoon� This is

the period when eddie had the greatest number of users �approximately 
� logged in each

day� As eddie�s function in the CDF system is to provide powerful computing services

to the users� it is not surprising that the load on eddie was in�uenced by user activity�

Increased user activity in the CDF system as a whole resulted in more requests to eddie�s

news daemon� thus contributing even more to an increaseed UNIX load average on eddie

during periods of high user activity�

The graph shown for dev in Figure A��� �c is missing data� as dev went down at ���� pm

on Wednesday� The load average on dev was very high around midnight on Monday and

Tuesday� These peaks correspond to the nightly level zero tape dumps that were done each

weekday evening� and to the maintenance of the workstations� local disks that was done by

the earlymorn script on marvin� There was less activity early Monday morning because

the level zero tape dumps were only performed on weekday evenings�

The remaining graphs that are displayed in Figure A��� are intended to provide a

representative sample of the workload� Graphs �d��f are from hosts that had a heavy

load� Graphs �g and �h have one extremely heavy period� Graphs �i and �j have a

typical load� and graphs �k and �l have a light load� Comparing the heavy load graphs to

those with lighter loads reveals a high degree of load variability in the CDF system�

User activity was responsible for the heavy load periods that are shown in graphs �g and

�h� There was a turing job started by user �a��	chap� in the process accounting records

for snout�cdf that started at ���
��
� on Monday and �nished at �
�
���� on Tuesday� This

corresponds to the period with a high UNIX load average in graph �g�

�There is a discontinuity in the graph for eddie on Wednesday afternoon� corresponding to the period
when eddie was down� The top command was restarted manually� but unfortunately there is a four hour
period for which no top data were collected on eddie�
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(b) eddie.cdf (compute server)
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(c) dev.cdf (file server)
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(d) clique.cdf (heavy)
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(e) puck.cdf (heavy)
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(f) titania.cdf (heavy)
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(g) snout.cdf (one heavy period)
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(h) tsp.cdf (one heavy period)
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(i) prefect.cdf (typical)
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(j) tea.cdf (typical)
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(k) setbasis.cdf (light)
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Figure A���� UNIX Load Average at �� Minute Intervals on �� CDF Hosts
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Workstations zarquon �l and setbasis �k had particularly low loads over the entire four

day collection period� It is di�cult to determine why these hosts had such consistently low

load averages� It may have been because these hosts usually had only one user logged in

at a time� It may also have been because of the types of applications that users on these

hosts were running� The consistently low loads on these hosts over the four day collection

period is quite likely to have been somewhat coincidental�

A����� CPU Utilization

Figure A��� shows the percent utilization of the CPU for four days at �� minute intervals on

�� di�erent hosts� Subtracting the percent idle time that is provided by the top command�

from ���� yields the percent utilization of the CPU�

In general� periods that had a high UNIX load average also had a high CPU utilization�

In Figure A���� the �heavy� graphs �d��f have a higher CPU utilization than the �light�

graphs �k and �l� The periods of heavy load in graphs A��� �g and �h have a ���� CPU

utilization in graphs A��� �g and �h�
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(b) eddie.cdf (compute server)
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(c) dev.cdf (file server)
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(d) clique.cdf (heavy)
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(e) puck.cdf (heavy)
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(f) titania.cdf (heavy)
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(g) snout.cdf (one heavy period)
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(h) tsp.cdf (one heavy period)
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(i) prefect.cdf (typical)
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(j) tea.cdf (typical)
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(k) setbasis.cdf (light)
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(l) zarquon.cdf (light)
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Figure A���� CPU Percent Utilization at �� Minute Intervals on �� CDF Hosts
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A����� Memory Usage

At �� minute intervals� Figure A��
 shows the memory that was active as a percentage of

the available memory� Adding the free memory to the active memory gives the total amount

of available memory on a host� The available memory plus the locked memory gives the

total amount of memory on a host�

Graph �b in Figure A��
 shows an extreme drop in memory usage on eddie on Wednes�

day afternoon� This drop immediately follows the period when eddie was down� As the

active memory was �ushed when eddie was rebooted� more memory was free when the

system restarted�

The host with the largest standard deviation for the percentage of active memory was

dev� with a standard deviation of ����� �see Table ��� in Section ����
� During the period

from ����am until �����am each morning� the active memory usage on dev was particularly

low� Usually periods that have low active memory have a correspondingly low load average

and CPU utilization� During the ����am to �����am period on dev� however� the load

average and CPU utilization were extremely high� This phenomenon is a consequence of

CPU intensive compress command that was required to compress �les before they were

dumped to tape �DiM���� Although this command consumes a lot of CPU� it has very low

memory requirements�

In general� periods that had a high UNIX load average in Figure A��� and a high

percent utilization of the CPU in Figure A���� had a large percentage of active memory in

Figure A��
�
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(a) marvin.cdf (file server)
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(b) eddie.cdf (compute server)
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(c) dev.cdf (file server)
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(d) clique.cdf (heavy)
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(e) puck.cdf (heavy)
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(f) titania.cdf (heavy)
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(g) snout.cdf (one heavy period)
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(h) tsp.cdf (one heavy period)
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(i) prefect.cdf (typical)
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(j) tea.cdf (typical)
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(k) setbasis.cdf (light)
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(l) zarquon.cdf (light)
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Figure A��
� Active Memory Usage at �� Minute Intervals on �� CDF Hosts
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A��� Selecting A Time Interval

In this section� we examine graphs for Thursday �from ���	 pm that were used to determine

which time interval on Thursday was selected for the model� This discussion in this section

follows from the discussion in Section ��
�� in the body of Chapter ��

A����� Resource Intensive Jobs

The graphs in Figures A��� and A��� were generated from the process accounting records�

Figure A��� uses a horizontal line to indicate the number of jobs given by only regular

users � in a one hour interval requiring at least �� ��� and �� seconds of total CPU time�

Figure A��� indicates the number of jobs in each one hour interval that read and�or wrote

at least ��� ��� and �� disk blocks� These jobs accounted for a signi�cant portion of the

resource usage in the system� consequently� their behaviour is of concern�
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Figure A���� CPU�Intensive Job Creations by Regular Users

Figure A��� shows that the number of CPU�intensive jobs started on eddie and on all

workstations is relatively constant from ����� pm until ���� pm� but it drops signi�cantly

after ���� pm� In Figure A���� a noticeable drop in the number of I�O�intensive jobs created

per hour on eddie and on all workstations can be seen at ���� pm� On eddie there is also a

pronounced drop in the graph at 
��� pm�

�Regular users do not include system users� such as �root�� �nobody�� �sys�� �news�� and �daemon��
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Figure A���� I�O�Intensive Job Creations by Regular Users

A����� CPU Usage

The graphs in Figure A��� and A��� were generated from the top data� These graphs are

the same as the graphs in Figure A��� and A���� except that only the interval from ����� pm

until 	��� pm on Thursday December �th is shown� Points are plotted at the midpoint of

each �� minute interval�
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Figure A���� UNIX Load Average at �� Minute Intervals

The graphs in Figures A��� and A��� show the UNIX load average and percent utilization

of the CPU at �� minute intervals� Only the graphs for eddie and marvin are shown� as

the load on these servers should be somewhat representative of the workstations that they
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serve� The load and utilization on marvin are low between ����� pm and ���� pm� but from

���� pm until 	��� pm� they remain relatively constant� There is much more variability in

eddie�s load and utilization� The load and utilization on eddie rise sharply between ����� pm

and ���� pm� with noticeable peaks between ���� pm to ���� pm and between ���� pm to

���� pm�
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(b) eddie.cdf only

Figure A���� CPU Utilization at �� Minute Intervals
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A����� Disk Usage

Figure A��	 shows the total number of disk blocks that were read or written during each

�� minute interval on Thursday afternoon from ����� pm until 	��� pm� These graphs were

obtained by combining the �� second interval iostat data over �� minute intervals� Each

point is plotted at the midpoint of the interval�
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Figure A��	� Disk Usage at �� Minute Intervals

Graph �a in Figure A��	 shows the combined total number of disk blocks that were

read or written on 

 client workstations� The line is relatively constant� but dips down to

its lowest point at approximately ���� pm� Its highest point is at ��
� pm�
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Disk activity on eddie in Figure A��	 �b� shows a high peak on the news sd� disk

between ���
� pm and ���� pm� This peak may have been because of an increased number

of user requests during a period of heavy user activity�

Data for marvin�s id� and id� disks are shown in Figure A��	 �c� its id� and id� disks

are shown in Figure A��	 �d� The cyclic pattern that is evident at approximately ��� hour

intervals is caused by the backup command that was run on marvin� This command cycled

through �ve di�erent partitions on marvin� backing up the data to two backup disks �rf�

and rf�� which are not shown in these graphs� The disk activity on marvin�s id� disk is

not as severely in�uenced by the backup command because only the smaller mail partition

was backed up on this disk� During the period from ����� pm until 	��� pm� there was

a noticeable incline on id� between ����� pm and ���� pm� followed by a fairly constant

period� and then a gradual decline after approximately ���� pm�

A����� Number of Processes

The graph in Figure A��� shows the number of existing processes on eddie and marvin at

�� minute intervals� The number of existing processes on both of these hosts experienced a

gradual decline between ���� pm and 	��� pm� The number of existing processes on eddie

reached a peak at approximately ���� pm and then dropped more sharply until 	��� pm�
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A��� Analysis of Selected Interval

The tables in this section show resource usage statistics during the ���� pm to ���� pm

interval on Thursday� In this section� we examine the performance of the disks� memory�

CPUs� network� and NFS in the CDF environment� The discussion in this section provides

performance insight that could be used by a system administrator to make decisions to

improve the operation of the current system� This discussion is summarised in Section ���

of the body of Chapter ��

Here is a brief description of each �eld that will be displayed in the tables for the iostat

�Table A���� vmstat �Table A���� top �Table A��
� and netstat �Table A��� commands�

iostat �D �� command

disk � name of disk device
rps � number of disk blocks read per second
wps � number of disk blocks written per second
tps � number of disk blocks read�written per second
�read � percentage of disk reads� rps� tps � ���
�util � percent utilization of disk

vmstat �S �� command

r � � of processes in run queue �including process currently running
b � � of processes blocked for resources �I�O� paging� etc�
w � � of processes runnable but swapped out
si � Kbytes swapped in� per second
so � Kbytes swapped out� per second
fre � size of free list memory in Kbytes �pages of RAM ready to be used
pi � Kbytes paged in� per second
po � Kbytes paged out� per second
sr � pages scanned by clock algorithm� per second �search for RAM to free

top command

load � UNIX load average
�nice � nice CPU time percentage
�sys � system CPU time percentage
�user � user CPU time percentage
�util � percent utilization of the CPU

netstat �i ��� command

�error � percentage of packet errors
�colls � percentage of collisions on output packets
pack�
� sec � average number of packets per 
� second interval
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A����� Disk

The tuning advice given in the Sun Performance Tuning Overview �Sun�
� is that most

systems usually have an overloaded disk� The system should be extensively examined using

a command such as iostat� and even after tuning has been performed� it is advisable to

recheck the system for an I�O bottleneck ��

In this thesis� data from the iostat �d �� and iostat �D �� commands were collected�

These data are summarised in Table A���� The most important �eld is �util� This �eld

measures the amount of time that the disks take to respond to commands issued by the

device driver� and how much time is idle between commands�

The tuning guide states that disks that are more than 
�� busy should be carefully

examined� as the most serious system bottleneck is usually an overloaded or slow disk�

Table A��� shows that on average� the average utilization on 

 client workstation disks

was ������� With the exception of clique� whose local disk was �	����� utilized on average�

the client workstations do not have overloaded local disks� The I�O usage on clique is related

to its virtual memory usage� which will be discussed further in the Memory subsection�

The two disks on dev were not highly utilized between ���� pm to ���� pm on Thursday�

as these disks were primarily used during the early hours of the morning� The average

utilization was only ������ on sd�� and 
����� on sd�� Disk sd� stored the master copy

of the client workstation disks� thus� no data were written to this disk� as is witnessed by

the ���� read percentage in Table A����

Eddie�s sd� disk that stored the �news directory had an average utilization of ���		���

while its sd� local disk had an average utilization of only ������� The load on the news disk

is quite high because of the frequent user requests during this period of high user activity�

If the disk utilization on the news disk increased much more� it may be advisable to balance

the load of this disk by adding another disk with an additional news partition�

Only data for the four IPI disks on marvin were collected by the iostat command�

As outlined in Chapter 
� the backup command cycled through one directory on each of

the id��id� disks and the sd� disk on marvin� The backup command was extremely I�O

intensive because it needed to check each of these directory for changes� The four id disks

had average percent utilizations ranging from �
����� to �
�	�
�� These averages may

�The bottleneck is de�ned as the resource that has the highest utilization in a system�
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appear acceptable� however� the peak utilizations shown in the raw iostat data �which

corresponded to the backup command usage are a cause for concern� During �� second

intervals� the maximum �util shown for each of the four recorded disks on marvin were�

�
��� for id�� �	�	� for id�� ���
� for id�� and ���	� for id�� These maximum disk

utilization percentages are considerably higher than the 
�� utilization recommended by

the tuning guide�

Perhaps the usefulness of the backup command should be evaluated to determine how

necessary it really is� According to the acctcom records� the backup command was executed

�� times between ���� pm and ���� pm� reading or writing a total of ������ disk blocks�

This put a substantial load on the disk subsystem� Improved performance could be expected

if the backup command was not executed� Perhaps as a compromise� it should be run once

on each partition during the earlymorn backup session instead�

It should be noted that the actual number of read and write requests to the directories

on marvin that had the Prestoserve accelerator installed is greater than the number of reads

and writes that were propagated to the disks and were recorded by the iostat command�

Had the � MB Prestoserve cache not been installed on marvin� the transfer rates and percent

utilizations of marvin�s disks are expected to have been even higher�

Since data were not collected on all eight of marvin�s disks� it was impossible to evaluate

the balance of the disk loads� Ideally �les should be stored on the server disks so that

incoming requests reference each disk at the same frequency� The most frequently requested

�les and �le systems should be evenly distributed among the available disks�

The number of processes that are blocked while waiting for resources is another indicator

of a disk bottleneck� This information is provided by the vmstat command and is shown

in the b column in Table A���� When the number of processes that are blocked waiting

for disk I�O is close to the number of processes in the run queue �the r column� a disk

bottleneck is likely�

On average� �� client workstations had an average of ���	
 processes blocked� Clique

had the highest average number of blocked processes for the workstations �����
� One

iostat measurement showed that clique had �� processes blocked waiting for I�O� The b

average on eddie and marvin was quite high� but not compared to the r average on these

hosts�
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Host disk rps wps tps �read �util

clique sd� ����� �����	 �
���	 �
�
�� �	����

emerald sd� ����� ����	 ����
 
���
 �����

fjords sd� ����� ����� ��	�� ����� ��	��

ollop sd� ��	�� 
���� 
���� ���		
 ������

frogstar sd� ����	 ��	�� 
��	� �
���� ���
�


frood sd� ����� ����� 
���
 ������ �����

hoopy sd� ����� 
�
�� ����� ������ �����	

indepset sd� ����� ����� ����� ����� ���
	

janx sd� ��
�� ��
�	 
���� ���
�	 	�

�

jasper sd� ���
� 
�	�� ����� ����� �����

kclosure sd� ���	
 ����� ���	� ���
� �����

knapsack sd� ��
�� ��	�� ����� ������ ��	��

lysander sd� ��
�	 ���
	 ����� ������ �����

opal sd� ��
�� 	���� 	�	�	 ���	� �	�
��

prak sd� ����� 
���� 
��
� ����� 	�
�	

puck sd� ���	� ��	�� ����� ���
� ���
�

quince sd� ����� ���
� ����� �
�
�	 	����

roosta sd� ����� ��

� ����� 
����� ����


ruby sd� ���
� ����� ���
� 
���� ��	�	

sapphire sd� ����� ����� ����� ����	 
�		�

sat sd� ����� ���	� ����� ��	�
 �����

snout sd� ��
�� ����� ����� ������ ����


snug sd� ����
 ��
�� ��	�� ����� ���
�

sofa sd� ����� ����� ����� ������ �����

sundive sd� ��

� ���		 ����� ���	�� ��	�	

tea sd� ����� 
���� ����� ������ �
����

tonnyx sd� ����� ����� 
���� ����� ��
��

topaz sd� ����� ��
�� ��
�� ���
� 
�
	�

towel sd� ����� ��	�� ����
 ������ �����

traal sd� ����� ��
�	 ����	 	�
�� 	�
��

trillian sd� ��
�� ���
� ����� �����	 	����

tsp sd� ����� 
���� ����� �	��
� ����	�

zaphod sd� ����� ���	
 ��
�� ��	�� ���	�

dev sd� ����� ����� ����� ������� �����

sd� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

eddie sd� ��
�� ����� ����
� �����	 �
�		�

sd� ����� 
���� ����� ���
�
 ��
��

marvin id� ����� 
���� ������ ������ ����	�

id� ��
�� ����� ����� �
���
 ���	��

id� ����	 ����� ����� 
����� ������

id� 
���
 ����� ����
 ������ ���	��

�� hosts �� disks ����� ���		 
���	 ������ 	����

Table A���� Averages of �elds provided by the iostat �D �� command�
These averages are for the ��� pm interval on Thursday� The �nal line shows the averages
of the averages for the sd� disks on 

 client workstations�
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A����� Memory

Each host in the CDF system had swap space allocated as a tmpfs partition on �tmp of

the local disk �� This disk space served as virtual memory that allowed the hosts to run

processes that were larger than their main memory �RAM size� Each client workstation

had �� to �
 MB of swap space allocated on �tmp� The servers� which had larger memory

sizes� also had larger swap spaces� ��� MB on eddie� 	� MB on marvin� and 
	 MB on dev�

On SunOS ��X machines� the swap space is required to be at least as large as the amount

of RAM�

A paging algorithm was used to manage and to allocate the physical memory pages that

held the active parts of the virtual address space of processes running on a host� When

processes are started or when a running process requires memory� pages of memory are

allocated from the free page list� When the amount of free memory in the system becomes

low� however� pages in memory that have not been used recently are added to the free list�

A page daemon is woken up to scan the RAM to locate the page to be freed� If the page

that is freed has been modi�ed� it is paged out to disk�

Should the amount of available memory decrease even more� an algorithm is used to

swap whole processes out to disk� This is referred to as a hard swap� A soft swap occurs

when processes that have slept too long are automatically swapped out� Soft swaps are not

included in vmstat�s so �swap out statistic� Often only the private pages of a process are

swapped out and put onto the free list� When a swap in �vmstat�s si occurs� the pages

may be reclaimed directly from the free list� without accessing the disk�

Although virtual memory makes it possible for systems to support multiple users and

large programs� it is desirable to minimize its use� Accessing pages of virtual memory that

are not currently paged in is much slower than accessing physical memory �RAM because

it generates a lot of disk activity� The memory that a process uses should be reduced� if

possible� to �t into physical memory�

Averages for each vmstat �S �� �eld are shown in Table A���� If the po �page out

and sr �scan rate columns from vmstat consistently show large values� this suggests that

the host does not have enough main memory to support the applications that are currently

running� Most client workstations had reasonably low page in and scan rate values� Clique�

�Marvin�s swap space was distributed among � disks 	id�� id�� id�
�
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however� had exceptionally high values for both of these statistics� The high average page

out value of ����� KB�sec on clique indicates that pages belonging to other processes �or to

the running process frequently had to be written out to disk� to free up enough memory to

run the current applications� The scanner was running continuously at a high rate ��	����

pages�second� as it searched for RAM pages to free�

The swap out �eld indicates when entire processes needed to be swapped out to disk�

Again� most client workstations had very low so values� This is likely because most processes

had short run times and low resource usage� The so values may have also been low because

soft swaps were not recorded� consequently� processes that were swapped out because they

slept for a long period of time were not recorded� Clique had the highest swap out rate of

���	
 KB�second� This suggests that occasionally other processes were forced out of main

memory� to accommodate the demands of the memory�intensive process that was running

on clique� The process that caused the paging activity on clique could not be determined�

as clique�s process accounting records terminated at ���� am on Thursday morning� possibly

due to a memory shortage�

Swap in and page in values are not indicative of the state of virtual memory in a system�

The normal behaviour of initially loading a process into memory causes these �elds to be

incremented� Excessive values for these �elds� supplemented with high page out and scan

rate values could forecast a problem�

To determine the rate of paging on marvin and eddie� Adrian Cockcroft�s RAM Demand

Rule was used �Coc���� This rule uses an approximation to idle page residence time �iprs�

and is calculated as follows�

iprs  
Np � �

sr
� �A���

where the number of pages in RAM� Np� is determined by dividing the memory size by the

page size �� KB� except 	 KB on marvin� and sr is the vmstat scan rate� If the iprs is

lower than �� seconds� it indicates that RAM is low�

As expected� the lowest iprs value of ������ was found on clique� Both marvin and

eddie had very high iprs values� indicating that there was not a RAM shortage on these

hosts� The calculated iprs values are shown in the last column in Table A����
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procs swap page

Host r b w si so fre pi po sr iprs

agrajag ����� ����� ����� ����		 ������ ������
 ����� ����� ��
�
 �������
amethyst ����� ����� ����� �����
 ������ ��
���
 ��
�� ����� ����
 ��		��	�
anjie ����� ����� ����� ���	�� ������ ������
 ����� ����� ���
� �������
babel ���
� ����� ����� ����
� ������ ��
�
�� ����� ����� ����� ����
��
benjy ����
 ����� ����� ������ �����
 ��
���
 ��
�� ����� ��	�	 �	����	
clique ����� ����� ����� ������ ����
� �
	���� ������ ��	�� �
���� ������
dent ����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ������� ����� ����� ��	�� �	�����
dev ����� ����� ����� ������ ������ 
������ ����� ����� ����� ��������	
diamond ����� ����� ����� ����	� ������ 
������ ��	�� ����� ����� �����
��
eddie ����� ����� ����� ���	�� ������ ��	
�	
� �����	 ����� ���
	 ��������
emerald ����� ����
 ����� ������ ������ �����
	 ����
 ����� ����� ��
	����
fjords ����� ����� ����� 	���� ������ ������	 ����� ����� ��

� �������
�ollop ����� ����� ����� �����	 ������ ����	�� ��	�� ����� ����� ��
����
�ute ����� ����
 ����� ������ �����
 �
����� ����� ���
� ����� �������
frogstar ����� ����� ����� �����	 �����
 ������� 	��
	 ���	� ����� �����
�
frood ����� ����� ����� ���	�
 ������ ������� 	���� ����� ����
 �������
garnet ����	 ����� ����� ������ ������ ����	�� 	���
 ����� ����� �
�����
hactar ����� ����� ����� ����	� ������ ������� ����� ����� ��	�	 �

�
��
hcircuit ����
 ����� ����� �����	 ������ �	��	�� ����� ����� ����� ������

hermia ����� ����� ����� ���	�� ������ ��
���
 ����� ����� ��	�� �	�����
hoopy ����� ����� ����� �	�	�	 ������ ����	�� ��	�
 ����� ��	�� ��
����
hrung ���
	 ����� ����� ������ ������ ������� ����� ����� ���	� �����	�
indepset ����� ����� ����� ����
� ������ ������� ����� ����� ����� ��	����
jade ����� ����� ����� �����	 ������ �	
�	�� ����� ����� ����� �������
janx ����� ����� ����� �����	 ������ ��	���� ����� ����� ���	� �	�����
jasper ����� ����� ����� ����
� ������ ���	���
 ����
 ����
 ����� �������
jeltz ����� ���	� ����� �	���� ������ �����	� ��	�� ����� ��
�� ����
��
jynnan ����
 ����� ����� �����	 ������ ����
�� ��

� ����� ����� ��������
kclosure ����� ����� ����� �����	 ������ ��
���� ����� ����� ���
� �������
kcolour ���		 ����� ����� ���	�� ������ ��
�		� ���
� ����� ���	� �������
killozap ����	 ���		 ����� ����
� ������ ����	�� ����	 ����� ����� ����	�	
knapsack ����� ����
 ����� ������ ������ ����
�	 ����� ����� ����� ����	��
krikkit ���

 ����� ����� ������ ������ ��
���� ��
�	 ����� ��	�� �������
lysander ����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ��	���� ��
�	 ����� ����� ����	�	
marvin ����� ����� ����� ����� ������ 	�
���� 	����� ���	� ��	�� ��
�����
matching ����� ����� ����� �
���	 ������ ������� ����� ����� ����� �������

mstlim ���
� ���	� ����� �����	 ������ ������� ����� ����� ����� ��
����
oberon ���	� ����
 ����� ����	� ������ �������� ��
�
 ����� ��	�� ��	�	��
opal ����� ���
� ����� ���	�� �����
 ��	���
 ����� ����� ����� �������
planar ����� ����� ����� ������ ������ �����
	 ����� ����� ���
� �	�����
prak ����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ������� ����� ����� ���		 ��
����
prefect ���	� ����� ����� ������ ������ ������� 	��
	 ���
� ��	�� ��
��	�
prosser ����� ���
� ����� ������ �����
 ��	���� ��
	� ����
 ����
 ��	����
puck ����	 ����� ����� ���	�
 ������ 

	���� ���
	 ����
 ����� ��
��	��
quince ����
 ����� ����� ������ ������ ������� ��
�	 ����
 ����
 �
���
�
roosta ���	� ����� ����� ����	� ������ ������� ��	�� ����	 ���
	 �
�����
ruby ����
 ����� ����� ������ ������ ������� ����� ����� ���
� ��������
sapphire ����
 ����� ����� 	�	�� ������ ������� ����� ����� ���
� ��
�����
sass ����� ����� ����� ���

� ������ ������� ���
� ����	 ����� ��
����
sat ����� ����	 ����� �����	 ������ �	����� ��
�� ����� ����� �
��	��
setbasis ����� ����� ����� ������ ������ �������
 ����� ����� ��

� ��	����
snout ����� ����� ����� �����	 ������ ����	�� ���
	 ����� ����� �������
snug ����� ����� ����� ���	�� ������ ������� ��	�� ����
 ���	� ��
����

sofa ����� ����� ����� ����	� ������ ��	��	� ���	� ����� ����� ����
��
sundive ����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ������� ��
	� ����� ��	�� �
�����
tea ���
� ����� ����� ������ �����
 �
��	�� ����
� ����
 
��	� 
��	��
titania ����� ����� ����� �����	 ������ ������� ����� ����� ����� ����



tonnyx ����� ����� ����� ���	�� ������ ��	���� ����� ����	 ����� �������
topaz ���
� ����	 ����� ������ ������ �����

	 ����� ����� ����
 �������	
towel ����� ����� ����� 	�
�� �����	 ����	
	 ����
 ��
�� ����	 ������	
traal ����	 ���	� ����� ������ ������ ������� ��	�� ����	 ���
� 	������
trillian ����� ����� ����� �����	 �����
 ����	�� ���
� ����� ����� ����
��
tsp ����	 ���
� ����� �	�
�
 ������ ����	�� ������ ����� ������ ������
vcover ����	 ���	� ����� �����
 ������ ������� ����� ����� ����� �����	�
ws��� ����
 ����� ����� �����
 ������ �
	
��
� ����� ����� ����� ���������
x�cover ����� ����� ����� ������ ������ �������� ���
� ���
� ����� ��������
yooden ����� ����	 ����� ������ �����
 ������� ����� ����
 ����� ��
����
zaphod ���
� ����� ����� ������ �����
 �����
� ����� ����� ����	 �	��
��
zarquon ����� ����� ����� �����
 ������ ������� ����	 ����� ��

� �������

�� hosts ����� ����� ������ ������ ������ 
�	���� ����� ���
� ��	�� �������

Table A���� Averages of �elds provided by the vmstat �S �� command�
These averages are for the ��� pm interval on Thursday� The �nal line shows the averages
of the averages for �� client workstations�
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A����� CPU

If the CPU utilization is always greater than approximately 	��� the host may have an

overloaded CPU� If the system is constrained by the CPU� possible solutions would be

to get a faster CPU� to spread the workload across multiple CPUs �if available� or to

somehow reduce the CPU requirement �load sharing� reschedule load to non�peak hours�

improve e�ciency of applications�

The graphs in Figure A��� showed that the utilization on most hosts was usually lower

than 	�� over the full data collection period� These graphs show that marvin and dev had

periods of high CPU utilization during the early hours of the morning� Other hosts had

bursts of heavy CPU utilization� primarily during the afternoon� but do not appear to be

problematic�

The average CPU utilization percentage for each host during the ���� pm to ���� pm

interval on Thursday is shown by the �util column in Table A��
� The average of the

average CPU utilization percentage for �� client workstations was quite low at only ���

��

The average for this period was ������ on eddie and �
���� on marvin� This consistently

high CPU utilization on marvin suggests that marvin had an overworked CPU�

Client workstation� diamond� had a ���� CPU utilization throughout the ���� pm to

���� pm interval� The percentage of user CPU time accounted for ����	� of this total�

Diamond was the only client workstation that had an average r �running processes value

that was greater than one� Examination of its process accounting records revealed a process

called auto that was started by user g�howard at ����
��� on Monday night and did not

complete until �	������ on Thursday night� This process consumed a total of 
���� seconds

of CPU time� ��� of which was user CPU time� Since auto is not the name of a standard

command� it is di�cult to determine the nature of this command� The command was not

very I�O intensive� as it read or wrote only a total of ���� disk blocks during its �	 hour

duration� it was not memory intensive as low page out and scan rates were recorded for this

host by vmstat�

High percentages of system CPU time indicate that CPU cycles are being expended in

the kernel �OS code� whereas high percentages of user CPU time show that user processes

are consuming CPU time� The Sun Performance Tuning Overview suggests that there may

be a problem if there is more system CPU time than user CPU time and the machine is not

an NFS server� In such cases� the source of system calls and interrupts should be determined
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to pinpoint the problem�

In Table A��
 both eddie and marvin had a larger system CPU time percentage than

user CPU time percentage� as was expected� �� client workstations� however� also had a

larger system than user CPU time percentage� Of these hosts� only clique had more than

a �� di�erence� The high system CPU time percentage on clique was a result of the extra

overhead required to perform excessive paging on this host�

Adrian Cockcroft�s System Performance Monitoring column �Coc��� states that if the

number of processes in the run queue determined by the r �eld of the vmstat command is

lower than 
� there is no CPU problem� If the number is greater than 
� the time expended

waiting in the run queue increases the interactive response time experienced by users� For

hosts that have more than one processor� the number of running processes should be divided

by the number of processors� based upon the approximation that each CPU takes one job

o� the run queue in each time slice� Thus� hosts that satisfy the following inequality do not

have an overloaded CPU�

Nr

Nc

� 
��� �A���

where Nr is the number of processes in the run queue� and Nc is the number of CPUs�

Table A��� shows that on average� the client workstations had ���

 processes in the run

queue� which is signi�cantly less than the acceptable 
 processes in the run queue� When the

� processors on eddie are taken into consideration� eddie had an average of ���� processes

in the run queue� Marvin is the only host for which the average number of processes in the

run queue does not satisfy the inequality in Equation A���� On average marvin had 
���

jobs in the run queue� indicating a potential CPU bottleneck� More CPU power should be

added to this machine�
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CPU
Host load �nice �sys �user �util

agrajag ���� ��	� ��
� ���� ��	�
amethyst ���	 ���� ���� ���� 
��	
anjie ���� ���� ��	� ���� ����

benjy ���	 ���� ��	� ���� ��	�
clique ��
� 	�
� ����� ���� �����
dent ���� ���� ��		 ���
 ���	�
diamond ���
 ���� ���	 
���� ������
eddie� ���� ���� ����	 ����� ���
�
emerald ���� ���� ���� ���� �����
fjords ���
 ���� ���� ���� 	�	�
ollop ���� ���� ���� ��
� ��
�
ute ���	 ���� ���� ���	 �����

frogstar ���� ���� ���� 	��� �����
frood ���
 ���� ���� ��	� 	���
garnet ���� ���� ���� 	��� �����
hactar ���� ���� ��
� ��	� ��	�
hcircuit ���� ���	 ���
 ���� ����	
hoopy ���
 ���� ���� ���� ��	�
hrung ���� ���� ��	
 ���� ��



janx ���� ���
 ���	 ��

 ���	

jasper ���� ��
	 ���� ���� �����
jeltz ���� ���� ��
� ���� ���

jynnan ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
kcolour ���� ���� ���� ���� ��	�
killozap ���� ���� ��
� ���� �����
knapsack ���� ���
 ���� ���� ����
krikkit ���� ���� ���� ���	 ���

lysander ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

marvin ���� ���� ����	 
��� 
����
matching ���� ��
� ���� ��	� �
��	
mstlim ���� ���� ���� ���	 	�
�
oberon ���
 ���� ��	� �	�
� �����
opal ���
 ���� ���� 
��� �
���

planar ���� ���� ���� ���
 ����
prak ���� ���� ���
 ��
� 	���
prefect ���� ���
 ��	� ����	 �����
prosser ���
 ���� ���	 ��
� ����

puck ���� ���
 	��� ��	
 �����
quince ���� ���� ��
� ���� 	���
roosta ���� ���� ���� ���� 
��	
ruby ���� ���� ��	� ��	� ����
sapphire ���� ���� ��
� ���� ����
sass ���� ���� ���� ���� ���


sat ���� ���� ���� ���
 	��


setbasis ���
 ���� ���� ����
 �����
snout ���	 ���� ���� ���� ����
snug ���� ���� ���	 ���� ���	
sofa ���� ���� ���� ���� ��	

sundive ���� ���� ���� ���� 	���
tea ���� ���� 
��	 ����� �����
titania ��	� ���� ���� ���� ���
�

tonnyx ���� ���
 ���� ���� �����
topaz ���
 ���� ���� ���� ����

towel ���
 ���� ���� ���� ��
�
traal ���� ���� ��		 ���� ��	�
trillian ���� ���� ���� ���� 
���
tsp ���� ���� ��	� ��
� ���
�
vcover ���� ���� ���� ����	 �����
yooden ���� ���� ���� ���
 �����
zaphod ���� ���� ���� ���� �����
zarquon ���	 ���� ���	 ���	 ���


�� hosts ���� ��
� ���� 
��� �����

Table A��
� Averages of CPU �elds provided by the top command�
These averages are for the ��� pm interval on Thursday� The �nal line shows the averages
of the averages for �� client workstations�

�The four CPUs on eddie also had an average of ����� for �spin�
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A����� Network

Table A��� presents averages for netstat �i error percentages� collision percentages� and

packet transfer rates for �
 hosts during the four hour interval� The last two �elds in this

table indicate the average number of input and output packets in 
� second intervals� The

�rst three �elds were calculated as follows�

�input errors  input packet errors � number of input packets �A��


�output errors  output packet errors� number of output packets �A���

�output collisions  output collisions � number of output packets �A���

The values for marvin were unreliable� as several negative values were recorded in the

netstat output �elds� In addition� the number of input packets on this host was always

the same as the number of output packets� The �� comb line at the bottom of Table A���

gives the overall averages for the combined data of �� hosts� excluding marvin�

Table A��� shows simple statistics for the netstat averages on the client workstations�

The �� hosts line near the bottom of Table A��� matches themean column in Table A����

The average percentages of input and output error averages on �� client workstations were

�������� and �����
��� respectively� The highest input error percentage was ��������

on dev�cdf� and the highest output error percentage was �������� on tea�cdf� According

to �Ste���� the input error percentage should not be higher than ������� A higher input

error percentage may indicate that there are electrical problems with the transceiver or drop

cable� or that packets are being dropped because of insu�cient receive bu�er space� The

error percentage on CDF was signi�cantly lower than ������� indicating that no problems

of this sort existed�

Measurement min max mean median st� dev�

� input errors ������� ������� ������� ������� �����
�
� output errors ������� ������� �����
� ������� ������	

� output collisions ����	 ������ ����
 ������ ����	

input packets�
� sec �	���� ��	����� ������� ������
 �������
output packets�
� sec ����� �����
�� ������ ����		 �	����	

Table A���� Statistics of netstat averages for �� client workstations

A network collision occurs when two hosts try to transmit on the Ethernet at the
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same time� The combined average percentage of collisions for �� hosts in the CDF system

was ������� An Ethernet that has less than �� of its packets that result in collisions is

considered lightly loaded� correspondingly� the network does not appear to be the bottleneck

of the CDF system�

It is nonetheless interesting that a few hosts had extremely high collision percentages�

The average collision percentage was ������ ��
� collisions in ��		 packets on sapphire�

������ ����� collisions in �	
� packets on jasper� and ������ on amethyst ���
 collisions

in 

�� packets� �Sun��� suggests that client workstations that have high collision rates

should be examined for problems such as a bad transceiver� transceiver cable� or connection�

If several clients in one area have abnormally high collision rates� �Sun��� states that the

network topology and nearby cabling hardware should be examined� It seems more than

coincidental that these three workstations with the highest collision rates were all on the

same section of the Ethernet cable� All three hosts were in room ��
� and attached to the

cdf�ether Ethernet�

To determine if there were ongoing problems on this cable in room ��
� the netstat �i

records � that were collected by the static one time collection script were examined� Instead

of �nding a problem with the workstations in room ��
� a more pronounced problem was

indicated by the higher collision rates for the client workstations in room ��� north� The �

workstations with the highest collision rates were all in room ��� north� The remaining �

workstations in room ��� north had the ��th and ��th highest collision rates� The cause of

these high collision rates in room ��� north is not known� and is beyond the scope of this

study�

The number of input and the number of output packets per 
� second interval in Ta�

ble A��� indicate which hosts were responsible for the tra�c on the network� All hosts

received more packets from the Ethernet than they put on the Ethernet� On average�

the average input packet transfer rate for the �� workstations was ������� packets per 
�

seconds� and the average output transfer rate was ������ packets per 
� seconds� Eddie

transferred and accepted packets at the fastest rate ���		���� input packets�
� seconds�

�������� output packets�
� seconds during the four hour interval� Of the client work�

stations� clique had the highest number of input ���	����� and output ������
�� packet

�When netstat is used without an interval parameter� statistics since the system was last booted are
shown�
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transmissions rates� This was likely a consequence of the thrashing that took place on

clique�

There was no information collected about the time required by hardware and software

to package and place the packets onto the Ethernet� Ideally� timing experiments should

be performed to determine if this activity has an impact on the system� Such a study�

nonetheless� was considered beyond the scope of this thesis� and was subsequently not

carried out�
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�errors �colls packets�� sec

Host input output output input output

agrajag ������� ������� ����	 ��	���� �
����

amethyst ������� ������� ����	� 
	���
 ��
��

benjy ������� ������� ����� ������� ����	

clique ������
 ������� ����� ��	
���� ��
����


dev ������� ������� ����� ������� �	��
�

diamond ������� ������� ��	�� ������ ������

eddie ������� ������� ��	�	 �
		���
 �

����


emerald ������� ������� ����� ����
�
 �		���	

ute ������� ������� ����� ��	���� �����

frogstar ������� ������� ����	 ������� ����
�

hactar ������� ������� ����� ������� �����

hrung ������� ������� ����� ������
 �����

indepset ������� ������� ����� 
	�

� ���
��

janx ������� ������� 
���� ����
�
 �����


jasper ������� ������� ���
�� ������� ����		

jeltz �����	� ������� ��	�� ������� ���
	

kclosure ������� ������� ����� ����		 ������

killozap ������� ������� ���
� �����	� ���
	�

knapsack ������� ������� ����� ���
�� ����		

krikkit ������� ������� ���
�� ������
 �����

marvin ������� ������� ����� 
������ 
������

matching ������� ������� 	��
� 	����	 ������

mstlim ������� ������� 	��	� ���
	� ��	��

oberon ������� ������� ����� ��
���
 �	����

opal ������� ������� ����
 ������� 	���
�

planar ������� ������� ����� ������ 	����

prak ������� ������� ��	�	 �
����� �����

prefect ������� ������� ����� �
��	�� ���	��

puck ������� ������� 
�	�
 �
����� ����
�

ruby ������� ������� ��
�� ������� ������

sapphire ������� ������� ������ ����	� ����


sat ������� ������� 
�	�� 	����� ������

snout ������� ������� ��
�� �����	� ��
��

snug ������� ������� ���
� ������	 �����	

sofa ������� ������� ����
 ��
���� �����


tea ������� ������� ����	 ������
 �
�����

titania ������� ������� 
���� ������� ���	�	

tonnyx ������� ������� ����� ������� ������

traal ������� ������� 
���� ����	�	 ������

vcover ������� ������� 
�
�� ����	�	 �����	

ws��� ������� �����
� ���	� �
����� 	�����

yooden ������� ������� ��	�� ��
���� 
��
�


zarquon ������� ������� ����� ������� 
����

�� hosts ������� ������� ����� �����	� 
�����
�� comb ������� ������	 ����� ������	 	��	
�

Table A���� Averages of �elds provided by the netstat �i 	�� command�
These averages are for the ��� pm interval on Thursday� The �� hosts line shows averages
of the averages for the �� client workstations listed� The �� comb line shows averages
calculated on the combined data for �� hosts� not including marvin�
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A����� NFS

NFS uses the Remote Procedure Call �RPC facility to allow remote �les to be accessed

in the same manner as local �les� The RPC facility translates local calls into requests

for the �le system on the remote host� When the client makes a request to the server

and the server does not respond� the request times out on the client� and a retransmission

must be performed� Excessive retransmissions cause network performance degradation and

may indicate overloaded servers or unreliable components of the Ethernet� The nfsstat

command can be used to di�erentiate between these two problems�

The �rst problem� an overloaded NFS server� is indicated by a retransmission rate that

is greater than ��� The busier the server� the more likely that the timeout interval will

expire before the server gets a chance to handle the request�	 The retransmission rate R

can be calculated from the nfsstat output as follows�

R  
timeout

calls
� ���� �A���

Average retransmission rates for �� client workstations in the CDF system ranged from

������� to ���
��� between ���� pm to ���� pm on Thursday� The average retransmis�

sion rate average was ������� for these �� client workstations� There were few timeouts�

indicating that the server was able to keep up with the requests generated by the client

workstations� without any di�culty�

The second problem� a busy network� can be investigated by examining the badxid and

timeout �elds provided by the nfsstat command� The badxid counter indicates that a

duplicate acknowledgement was received for a single request� If the network is poor� requests

that time out do not get through at all �and thus are never acknowledged� consequently�

the badxid value will be close to zero� In this case� the di�erence between the number of

timeouts and the number of duplicate acknowledgements �badxid will be large� When the

badxid value is close to zero� the server does not see the original request transmission�s

because packets are lost in transit� The Unacknowledged Request Rate U is calculated as

follows�

U  
timeout � badxid

calls
� ���� �A���

�Busy NFS �le servers can be caused by many factors� including overloaded Ethernet drivers� high CPU
utilization� slow disks� an inadequate number of disk controllers� unbalanced disk loads� a small inode cache�
and fragmented �le systems�
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When the unacknowledged request rate is greater than ��� a network problem is likely�

The unacknowledged request rate was very low in the CDF system ������	�� indicating

that requests were rarely dropped because of network problems�

The nfsstat �c command also provides the NFS operation type of each call� The

operation mix will vary signi�cantly depending on the type of workload� The operation mix

should be examined� as it can provide insight into the NFS performance� Table A��� provides

average percentages of each NFS operation during the four hour period� the combined

average for �� client workstations� as well as the averages for dev and eddie are shown��

The percentage of operations that can be satis�ed by the inode cache �lookup� getattr�

setattr was very high on all hosts� The combined average for �� workstations was �������

of all calls� Clearly� this indicates the importance of ensuring that a su�ciently large inode

cache is installed on the NFS server�

The usual bottleneck on NFS servers is the disk subsystem� The time required to process

NFS requests �memory speed is signi�cantly less than the time required for disk operations�

accordingly� the NFS performance is generally limited by disk requirements� Writes in

SunOS ��X are synchronous� meaning that the server will not send an acknowledgement

until the write completes� A large NFS write mix �write� create� remove can degrade

performance� If the NFS write mix is greater than �� �and there is a su�cient volume of

NFS calls� the Sun Prestoserve is recommended to improve NFS performance �Sun����

The average NFS write mix was ������ for �� client workstations in the CDF system�

The swap space on the local disks of the client workstations was instrumental in lowering

the NFS write mix� Often requests were satis�ed by the disk cache� without requiring an

NFS call� The write mix was 	��
�� on eddie and ������� on dev� While these mixes were

higher than those of the client workstations� the Prestoserve on marvin should minimize

the performance degradation that these high NFS write mixes could cause�

The percentage of NFS read operations was much lower on dev ������� and eddie

������� than on the �� client workstations �����	��� This di�erence is because eddie

and dev had a larger subset of marvin�s �le systems installed on their local disks� The

Prestoserve on marvin may contribute to increased throughput of read requests as well�

If the percentage of readlink operations is exceptionally high� it should be ensured that


The NFS operation mix for the NFS server� marvin� is not shown because nfsstat �s should have been
used instead of nfsstat �c to collect server�side NFS statistics for marvin�
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the links are not to �le systems mounted on other servers� as performance is greatly reduced

if the request must be propagated to another server� The combined readlink percentage

for �� client workstations was �������� but no problem is foreseen because the links were

to �le systems mounted on the source �le server �marvin�

NFS Percentage of NFS Calls

Operation �	 hosts eddie dev

null ����� ����� �����
getattr �����
 ������ 
�����
setattr ���
� ��	�� ��
��
root ����� ����� �����
lookup ����
� 

��
	 ������
readlink ������ ������ ����		
read ����	� ����� �����
wrcache ����� ����� �����
write 
���� ����	 	��	�
create ���
� ��
�� ����

remove ����� ����� �����
rename ����� ���
	 ����

link ����� ����� �����
symlink ����� ����
 �����
mkdir ����
 ����� �����
rmdir ����� ����� �����
readdir ����� 
���� �����
fsstat ����� ����� �����

Table A���� Average NFS Operation Mix from nfsstat �c command�
These averages are for the ��� pm interval on Thursday� The �	 hosts column shows
combined averages for �� client workstation hosts�
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A��� Command Usage

In this section� we discuss the resource usage of commands that were started between

���� pm and ���� pm on Thursday December �th� This discussion follows from the discussion

in Section ����� in the body of Chapter ��

Table A��� shows the 
� most frequently used commands for system users� and Ta�

ble A��	 shows the 
� most frequently used commands for regular users� As expected� these

commands with the largest number of occurrences did not place a heavy demand on the

system�s resources�

Mean Resource Usage

Command Num� Real CPU �sec� Chars� Disk Kcore Hog
Name 	 Occ� �sec� Sys User Total Transfer R�W �min� factor

sh ����� ���� ���� ���� ���� ������ ���� ���� �����
grep ��� ���� ���� ���� ��� ������ ���� ���� �����
wc ���� ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� �����
ruptime ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ������� ���� ���� �����
cut ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� ������ ���� ���� �����
awk ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ������� ���� ���� ����
expr ���� ��� ���� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� �����
�lpd ���� ����� ���� ���� ��� ������� ����� ���� �����
in�rlock ���� ����� ���� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� �����
hostname ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� ����
ls ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ������ ���� ���� �����
stty ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� �����
egrep ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� ������� ���� ���� ����
rsh �� ���� ���� ���� ��� ������ ���� ���� �����
cat ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ������ ���� ��� �����
date ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� �����
�printquota ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� ������� ���� ���� ���
rpc�ruse �� ��� ���� ���� ���� �������� ���� ��� �����
basename �� ���� ���� ���� ���� ������ ��� ���� �����
utmpclean ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ������� ���� ���� �����
rm ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ���� ��� ����
in�identd ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ������� ���� ���� ����
sed ��� ���� ���� ���� ��� ����� ���� ��� ����
�nntpd �� ������ ���� ���� ���� �������� ����� ����� �����
in�rshd �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ������ ���� �� �����
nslookup �� ��� ���� ���� ���� ������ ���� ��� ����
�csh �� ���� ���� ��� ���� ������ ���� ���� ����
�chown ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ����� ���� �����
tee �� ��� ���� ���� ���� ������ ��� ���� �����
syslogpu ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� ������ ���� ��� �����

Table A���� Most Frequent Commands used by System Users

	A ��� was prepended to the command name if the command was executed with super�user privileges�

The most frequent system commands were typically UNIX �le handling utilities� The top
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Mean Resource Usage

Comm� Num� Real CPU �sec� Chars� Disk Kcore Hog
Name Occ� �sec� Sys User Total Transfer R�W �min� factor

sh ��� ����� ���� ���� ���� ����� �� ���� �����
ls ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��� ���� �����
cpp ���� ���� ��� ���� ���� ������� �� ���� ����
rm ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ������ ��� ��� �����
hostname ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ��� ���� �����
ld ��� �� ��� ��� ���� ������� ����� ���� �����
gcc ��� ���� ���� ��� ���� ����� ��� ��� �����
�tcsh ��� ����� ��� ���� ���� �������� ��� ����� �����
tcsh ��� ���� ��� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� �����
vi ��� ������ ���� ���� ���� �������� ���� ���� ����
as ��� ���� ��� ���� ���� ������� ���� ����� �����
cc� ��� ��� ���� ��� ���� �������� ���� ����� �����
clear ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ������� ��� ���� �����
more �� ����� ���� ���� ���� �������� ���� ���� �����
Mail ��� ������ �� ���� ���� �������� ����� ���� �����
stty ��� ���� ��� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� ����
grep ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� ������ ���� ���� �����
mesg ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� ���
�lpq �� ��� ���� ���� ���� �������� ���� ���� �����
msgl �� ��� ��� ���� ���� ������� ���� ���� �����
cat �� ����� ��� ���� ���� �������� ���� ��� �����
whoami �� ��� ���� ���� ���� ������ �� ���� �����
�xterm ��� ������ ���� ���� ��� �������� ����� ���� �����
kill ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ��� ���� ����
xrdb ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ������ ���� ���� �����
quota �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ������� ���� ���� ����
make �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ������� ���� ���� �����
�lpr �� ���� ��� ���� ���� �������� ����� ���� �����
nm ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ������ ���� ���� �����
turing ��� ����� ���� ��� ���� �������� ���� ���� �����

Table A��	� Most Frequent Commands used by Regular Users

�ve system commands were part of the following six�command script that was executed by

root on each workstation at � minute intervals� ruptime
 wc
 cut
 sh
 grep
 sh� The

other frequently used system commands were part of scripts or invocations of daemons�

The list of commands frequently given by regular users was signi�cantly di�erent than

those commands given by system users� Commands for programming �turing� compiling

�gcc
 cc�
 ld
 make
 cpp� assembling �as
 nm� editing �vi� printer interface �lpq


lpr� and user communication �Mail
 msgl
 mesg were most frequently used by regular

users�

Table A��� shows the regular user commands that used the most total CPU time�

For the majority of these commands� the high CPU usage is because of the long elapsed
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times of the commands� The hog factor �� was not particularly high for these commands�

indicating that although they consumed a lot of CPU� it was distributed over an extended

period of time� Processes like these are unlikely to merit remote execution in load sharing

environments� Long running editors� rendering packages� programming environments� and

window managers were among the commands that required a lot of processing power�

Mean Resource Usage
Comm� Num� Real CPU sec� Characters Disk Kcore Hog
Name Occ� sec� Sys User Total Transfer R�W min� factor

saved kc �� ������� ��
�
� �����
 ������ ��	�
����
 ������ �������� ���



top �� �����
� ������ ���	� ������ ���	�	�����
 ��
� 		����� �����
term � �	�	��	 ��	�	� ����� ������ �	�������	 ���	 ������� �����

oot ��� ������� �
�	� ����� 	���� �����		�

 ����� ������
 ����	
xv �� ��
���� 	��� ����� ����� �
���	��	� �
��
 ���	��� �����
rbp � �
����	 ����� ����� ����� ��������� �	��� ������� �����
render ��� ������ ���� ����� �
�
� ���	����	 ���
 �

���	 �����

�matlab � �	����� ����
 ����� �
��� ��������� �
��� ������� �����
xlock ��� �
��
� ��
	 ����� ����� ������
	��
 ���
 ������ �����
irc � ���
�	� 	��	 �	��� ����� ���		���� ����� ������ �����

emacs �	 �����	� ���� ���	� ����
 �����
�	
 ���	� ������ ����	
txconn � �

���
 ����� ���� ����� ���������� ���� ���
	 �����

emacs��
 �� 
����� ���� ����� ����� ��
������ 	���	 ������ �����
xrwho � ������� �	��� ���� ����� ��
������ ���	��� �����	 ����	
textedit � �����
� 	�
� ����� ���
� ������	��� ����� ����	� ����	
cmdtool � �	����� ���� ����
 ����
 ��������� ����� �	��

 �����
�screen � ������� ����� ���� �	�	� ��������� ����� ������ ����	

mwm � ������� ����� ���� ���
� ���������� ���	� ��
��� �����
renderde �� ������ ���� ����� ����� ��	
�
��� ���� ������� �����
xroach � �����	� ���

 ��	� ���		 ���������	 ���� �����
 �����
animator � ����� 	��� ��
� ����� ��
������� ���� ��
��� ����

�fvwmex � ������� ����� ���� ����� ���������� ����� ������ �����
kermit �� ������ ����� ���	 ����� ��������� ���� ����
� �����

xrn �� ������ ���� ���� ����	 	�
�	���	 ����� ������	 �����

Table A���� High CPU Usage Commands used by Regular Users

The commands shown in Table A���� are the regular user commands that had the

largest hog factor values� In general� commands with high hog factor values have the most

potential for remote placement in load sharing policies because their processor requirements

are high compared to their run time� Although the commands shown in Table A���� had

the highest hog factor values� the average total CPU time required by these commands was

quite low� This rea�rms our previous observation� in Section ������ that the workload in

the CDF system is unsuitable for load sharing�

��The hog factor is the total CPU time divided by the elapsed time�
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Mean Resource Usage
Comm� Num� Real CPU sec� Chars� Disk Kcore Hog
Name Occ� sec� Sys User Total Transfer R�W min� factor

sumt� � ���� ���	 ���� ���� ��
��	 ���� ���	 �����
fpversion � ���� ���� 	��� 	�	� ������ ���� ����	 ��
�	

canonhdr � ���	 ���� ���� ���� �	���� ���� ���� ��
��
getopt � ���� ���
 ���� ���� ������ ���� ���� ���
�
consolet ��� ���� ���� ���� ���	 ������ ���� ���	 ���
�
t�toc�x �� ���� ���
 ���� ��

 �������� ���� ����� �����

ypwhich � ���� ���� ���� ���� ��	��� ���� ���� �����
tty �� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��	��
 ���� ���
 �����
scanpars �� ���� ���� ���� ��
� ������	� ���� ���	� ��	��
mknod � ���� ���� ���� ���� 
���� ���� ���� ��	��
ccom ��� ���� ���
 ���� ���� ������	� ���� ����� ��	��

write � ���� ���� ���� ���� �

���� ���� ��	� ��	��
basename �� ���� ���	 ���� ���
 ������ ���� ���� ��	��

uname 	 ���� ���
 ���� ���� 
	��� ��	� ���
 ���
�
test �
 ���	 ���� ���� ���� 
���� ���� ���� ����	
expr ��	 ���� ���
 ���� ���� 
	��� ���� ���� �����

users � ���	 ���� ���� ���� �
����� ���� ��
� ���	�
look � ���� ���� ���� ���� �
�	���� ����� ���� ���	�

ctime � ���� ���� ���� ���� �	���� ���� ���� ����	
calendar � ���� ���� ���� ���� 
����� ���� ���� ����	
as ��� ���� ���� ���� ���	 ������
� ���� ����� �����
fsp clie � ���� ���� ���� ���� ������ ���� ���� �����
cc� �	� ���� ���� ���� ���� �������
 ���� �	��	 �����
cg � ���� ���� ��	� ��
� ��������� ���� ����� ����	

Table A����� High Hog Factor Commands used by Regular Users




